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Class #1:  October 6, 2021
Recent events: UAPs and ‘Oumuamua
Organic molecules are common in space
Origin and history of life on Earth
Other potential life-bearing locales in our solar system
The Universe is ancient and unfathomably vast

Class #2: October 13, 2021
Stars and habitable zones
Methods of exoplanet detection
Current trove of exoplanets (4,521)
Data showing characteristics of exoplanets

Class #3: October 20, 2021
Habitable, Earth-sized exoplanets and exomoons
Looking ahead to upcoming events
What are the chances of finding life on any exoplanets?

Outline



Recent events 

Unidentified Aerial Phenomena (UAP)

‘Oumuamua



Photographic evidence for visits by space aliens?
Unidentified Aerial Phenomena (UAP) in Nov. 2004

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3RlbqOl_4NA

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3RlbqOl_4NA


25 June 2021



“The limited amount of high-quality reporting on unidentified aerial 
phenomena (UAP) hampers our ability to draw firm conclusions 

about the nature or intent of UAP.” 

“In a limited number of incidents, UAP reportedly appeared to 
exhibit unusual flight characteristics. These observations could be 
the result of sensor errors, spoofing, or observer misperception and 

require additional rigorous analysis.” 

“There are probably multiple types of UAP requiring different 
explanations based on the range of appearances and behaviors 

described in the available reporting.” 

“UAP clearly pose a safety of flight issue and may pose a challenge 
to U.S. national security.” 

Executive Summary
‘Preliminary Assessment: Unidentified Aerial Phenomena’ (2021)



‘Oumuamua 
Was it an ancient spacecraft from another civilization? 

(Artist’s rendering)



Professor Abraham Loeb,  Harvard University

Space archaeology!





Vera C. Rubin telescope
(Large Synoptic Survey Telescope; LSST)

8.4-meter mirror

Under construction in 

Chile with completion

expected in 2022



What is Astrobiology?

It is a multidisciplinary 
science with the goal of 

understanding the 
origin, evolution, and 
distribution of life in 

the Universe.

Astronomy 
Biochemistry
Geochemistry 

Geophysics 
Microbiology 
Paleontology



Four questions in Astrobiology
❖ What molecular compounds, environments, 

and processes led to life’s origin on Earth?
❖ How common are habitable planets and moons 

in our galaxy?
❖ How confident should we be in finding life 

elsewhere in the galaxy?
❖ With Earth’s biological history as a guide,               

is sentient, intelligent life likely to appear 
after billions of years of biological evolution? 



What is life?
CHNOPS

“Primitive life is an aqueous chemical system
able to transfer its molecular information and

to evolve.  The concept of evolution implies 
that the system transfers its molecular 

information fairly faithfully
but makes occasional … errors.”

Andre Brack (1998) The Molecular Origins of Life: 
Assembling Pieces of the Puzzle.                             

Cambridge University Press, 417pp.



Organic molecules are everywhere



https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_interstellar_and_circumstellar_molecules#Ten_or_more_atoms_.2815.29

Interstellar molecules with at least 10 atoms

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_interstellar_and_circumstellar_molecules#Ten_or_more_atoms_.2815.29


Carbonaceous chondrite (meteorite)
~75 kinds of amino acids

Racemic mixtures (racemate) of amino acids
and the problem of chirality



What does Earth’s history tell us? 

Origin and history of life on Earth



C. R. Woese et al. (1990) Towards a natural system of organisms: Proposal for the domains 
Archaea, Bacteria, and Eucarya. Proc. National Acad. Sci. USA, 87, p. 4576-4579.

Red lines at base of the tree 
of life are …

hyperthermophilic
chemolithoautotrophic 

organisms

Why is Earth’s 
phylogenetic tree of 

life rooted in 
hyperthermophilic

organisms?

LUCA

Phylogenetic Tree of Life on Earth
Eucarya

Bacteria Archaea



What characteristics have made Earth 
suitable for the (i) origin and (ii) sustained 
evolution of life (especially complex life)?

❖ Stable, long-lived star (Sun)
❖ Circular orbit in ‘Goldilock’s zone’
❖ Gravitational field (mass of planet)
❖ Strong magnetic field
❖ Presence of the Moon
❖ Oceans, land, high-O2 atmosphere
❖ Plate tectonics and element cycling



Other potential life-bearing 
locales in our solar system



S. Seager et al. (2021) The Venusian lower atmosphere haze as a depot for desiccated microbial life: 
A proposed life cycle for persistence of the Venusian aerial biosphere.  Astrobiology, 21 (2), 1-18.

Model for the Venusian atmosphere

Phosphine (PH3) in the atmosphere?



Earth M = 5.97 x 1024 kg  
r = 6378 km           

g = 982 cm/sec2

M = 0.64 x 1024 kg    
r = 3397 km              

g = 371 cm/sec2

Mars



Short video segments of Perseverance’s descent and landing on Mars
(February 18, 2021) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GUqsH5y1j1M

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GUqsH5y1j1M


Zhen Tian et al. (2021) Potassium isotope composition of Mars reveals a mechanism of 
planetary volatile retention. Proc. National Acad. Sci., 118 (39), e2101155118  (7 pages)

“On the basis of K isotopes, the volatile budget of 
bulk Mars is low, and the likelihood for the 

habitability of Mars is limited, as it lies roughly at the 
threshold in which a rocky planet is large enough to 
retain significant budgets of life-sustaining volatiles.  

The strong correlation between K isotopes and 
planetary gravity could therefore provide key insights 

… for determining the Goldilocks zone for 
habitability of exoplanets on the basis of their masses 

in addition to distance from their host star.”

Implications for potentially habitable exoplanets
δ41K (‰)= ([(41K/39K)sample/(41K/39K)standard] − 1) × 1,000)



Erosion of Mars’ atmosphere by the solar wind

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5V49yL4pe2E&feature=youtu.be

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5V49yL4pe2E&feature=youtu.be


Jupiter and Europa



Europa
Diameter = 1,940 miles



Europa (natural moon orbiting Jupiter)
E. Hand (2015) Plumes on Europa tease NASA mission planners. 

Science, 347, 932-933.

100 miles



http://www.cosmosup.com/is-there-life-on-saturn-moon-enceladus/

Saturn and Enceladus

http://www.cosmosup.com/is-there-life-on-saturn-moon-enceladus/


Enceladus
Diameter = 313 miles



Plumes rising 
from south 

pole of 
Enceladus

Gas plume consists of
90% H2O + 5% CO2 + 

0.8% NH3 + 0.3% 
H2CO + 0.3% C2H2 

Particles in plume are 
99% H2O + 1% NaClFayalite + water → magnetite + aqueous silica + hydrogen

3Fe2SiO4 + 2H2O → 2Fe3O4 + 3SiO2 + 2H2



Diameter = 3,200 miles Titan



Artist’s rendering of hydrocarbon seas on Titan

Image credit:  Benjamin de Bivort

Liquid methane (CH4 ) and ethane (C2H6 )
1 bar pressure      -180C       -290F



The Universe is ancient 
and unfathomably vast.

The possibilities for life beyond the Earth 
seem to be enormous.



Andromeda galaxy    
2.5 million light years away

~1 trillion stars

Gigapixels of Andromeda   
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=udAL48P5NJU

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=udAL48P5NJU


NGC 7331    
50 million light years away



Hubble Ultra Deep Field image (~10,000 galaxies)


